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ThinKnx UP client

ThinKnx UP client
2021/11/28 - rel. 1.2.13 (All platforms)
Enhancements
Added Biometric protection to protect app or single object, supports face recognition or ﬁnger
print (Ios).
Added possibility to optimize project to reduce memory footprint in big projects
Added support for animated images (GIF)
Added possibility to mirror images
Added OFF button in thermostat pop-up to set frost/heat protection
Added many new pop-ups for shutters to manage also actuators without absolute positioning
and curtains (left/right movement)
Added possibility to choose rotation range for lamellas (0-180 or 0-90)
Improved irrigation panel functionalities
Improved connection with server both locally or via cloud
Added possibility to hide the DEMO project
Added possibility to rotate the whole interface for Envision installed vertically
Fixes
Fixed bug on audio notiﬁcation
Fixed bugs on irrigation panel
Many minor ﬁxes and improvements

2019/09/19 - rel. 1.2.5 (Windows Player)
Enhancements
Customizable setpoints for comfort and HVAC widget
HVAC pop-up automatic update also when open
Improved feedback for comfort widgets
Fixes
Fixed a bug on push notiﬁcation pop-up
Fixed alarm partition handling in keypad
Improved connection stability
Fixed mouse propagation under text labels
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2019/07/02 - rel. 1.2.4 (Envision)
Fixes
Backlight no long freezing on standby
Audiofy plugin is now working properly
Push Notiﬁcation pop-up is now closing when needed
Enhancements
Screen wake-up when a sound is played

2019/04/30 - rel. 1.2.4 (Windows Player)
Fixes
Fixed full screen startup option

2019/04/29 - rel. 1.2.3 (Envision & Windows Player)
Enhancements
Improved startup experience
Fixes
Fixed PIN handling in case of switch object with momentary actions (on pression/ on release)
Fixed date/time handling in settings
Fixed update of Internet synchronization selection for date/time
Fixed SIP registration problems under some circumstances

2019/04/24 - rel. 1.2.2 (Envision & Windows Player)
Enhancements
Deep improvements for SIP audio communication with auto echo suppression
Improved realtime visualization for H264 cameras
Added touch feedback on all interactive objects
Better support for fan integrated with “thermo” object
Reduced the ratio of updates sent when changing values from pop-ups
Improved translations
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Fixes
Fixed crashes when server was not reachable or Cloud connection was closed
Fixed a problem that was preventing the PIN dialog to appear
Fixed overlapping issue with text ﬁelds that was preventing the click to propagate to the bottom
objects
OFF command on RGB pop-up is now working also for tunable white lights
Fixed slats pop-up that was not working when alone
Fixed a bug that was showing icon for thermostat also when not enabled
Fixed a bug that was showing icons for fan tuning also when not enabled in some circumstances
Fixed Sonos cover art that was not showing with some sources

ThinKnx Classic client
2019/02/07 - rel. 1.0.42 (Envision)
Fixes
Backlight no long freezing on standby
Audiofy plugin is now working properly
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